To Integrate Heterogeneous devices to provide Astroinformatics Data
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Abstract - The domain of astronomy is now explored by armatures, hobbyist and professionals alike. One of the requirement is to view, analyses and compute astroinformatic parameters is to access data from device such as smart photos, computing tabs or books. The work implemented here and the outcomes of the performance of the mobile and android TV app shows that rendering of the large size astroinformatics data is not much a issues. The 472 second performance profile recorded shows that the loading time for all these five files is around 307.4 milliseconds and rendering time 1700 milliseconds. Which means that for each fits file the average loading time is about 60 milliseconds and 340 milliseconds is the rendering time. The scripting tasks took maximum time (average 12960 milliseconds) for all files to be processed on the client side. It should be noted that the series of function calls on the Astro Server Engine does not reveal much difference in the performance of the API while rendering on android TV or android device.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Sincere, efforts are underway to build, raise and encourage interoperable[1][2][3] frameworks to connect astrophysics data repositories with smart phone devices. All this, due to the fact that mankind inherently has such level of curiosity that it’s cannot stop itself from such endeavors. Discovering new bytes of useful information on how universe works seems to be incredible experience for most the people. Astronomy has potential to give thrill of scientific discovery even if one is no scientist[4]. As a collage or school student one can take deep dive into astrophysics experiments and explorations. This has been possible to availability of large public digital[5] archives of the astronomy scans of the sky. Due the availability of such datasets the person can expand his scope of curiosity to higher levels and even explore fields such as space weather[6][7][8], Geospace[9] sciences and astrophysics instrumentation[10] etc. The developments in machine learning and data mining[11][12] is helping tremendously in context of astronomy experiments[13] and simulations.

The unintentional consequence of the motivation to connect with astrophysics comes from the progress and availability of computing hardware. Today, mobile devices[14] have enough capabilities to work in domain of Astrophysics and Astroinformatics[15][16][17][18] analysis. The algorithms can be parallelized[19] and can render images with great quality in terms of resolution in mobile devices also. Client based frameworks makes the connecting links better now. Standards such as json and xml also help in maintaining the speed of progress in this context. The next section gives a review of the initiatives in this context.

II. LITERATURE REVIEW

Normally, the purpose of the typical organizations working in the area of astronomy is to collect data in electronic form, improve the critical evaluation and combination of the astronomy data, disburse results to the international communities and conduct research using the data. Currently, many frameworks of java scripts[20][21] are making news in the field of astrophysics for providing flexibility and easy to build interoperable applications. This section gives insights from the contemporary literature in this context. The field of astronomy work is normally divided into identification and cataloging the astronomical objects and their measurements properties. The catalogues[22] may consist of the data in form of tables, observational logs, surveys and associated data based on queries. All these data forms are visualized using multiple techniques and catalogue cross matches are corroborated. Open data[23][24] initiatives is the norm in astronomy for promoting collaborative and open research. Lot of efforts had been made to make the astronomy data for standardization of formats, conventions and meta tags and description. Recent developments include hierarchical representation[25][26] of large image surveys, cubes, tables and catalogues. The APIs such as Alladin Lite are useful for building and extending astrophysics analysis. Astropy[27] projects is community effort for developing the packages that give power to construct the geometry of celestial objects, create multi-extension FITS files, accessing table data and many more facilities that are required to render, view and analysis the files. The Astropy library has computational facilities for doing cosmological computations, convolution, filtering and visualization of the...
astrophysics data. The Astropy community also allows integration of many other projects into it main project. Other scientific communities may join in and work to construct interoperable “affiliate” projects. Some of these projects are under planning and many are affiliate projects have released stable versions of their respective projects. AstoML[28], Astroquery[29], Astroscrappy, APLpy[30][31], Gammapy[32], Glueviz[33], Pyregion[34], Spectral cube[35], Synphot[36] are few projects worth mentioning as they are stable and being extensively in use by astrophysics community. There are many other astrophysics libraries that are precursors and overlapping in functionality along with Astropy are Astrophysics and Kapteyn[37]. The functionality of the Astrophysics library is optical astronomy and have tools for porting data /functionality to Astropy and the Kapteyn[37] library’s work is focused on computing co-ordinates and transformation of the astrophysics data. With the passage time mobile apps have been ubiquitous[38] and there have been fair share of growth in domain astrophysics in this context. There are large numbers of mobile apps that are educational in nature and some have been released for the public in general from institutions such as NASA. In fact, these organizations have released interoperable functions in form of APIs[39]. The ‘space images’ and NASA API [40]is a mobile app that uses images from the NASA repository. The application called moon atlas gives close up of moon surface and topology. The application Google Sky Map[41][42] is an android based app gives annotated views of the present and past night sky. The app Solar Walk 3D is an award winning app that allows users to explore solar system 3D models. A similar app gives virtual sky walk and is called “Pocket Universe” works on iOS. The ‘Galaxy Collider’ improves the understanding of the physics by using simulations of the interacting galaxies. Start Chart and Cosmic Watch apps are also very useful.

The survey of these mobile apps show that these applications help in improving are awareness about our cosmic, solar and our sky systems and focus is normal educational in nature. However, this survey found that these applications are getting more responsive with the use of Javascript based frameworks such as “js9”[43][44]. Js9 is JavaScript especially build for astronomy domain and help us to render the large sizes astronomy data files. Using “in app browsers”. These in-app browsers are available both in iOS and android and both the case instances of Web Views are made and url can be fed. They have crude navigation buttons and have local storage capabilities.

After conducting this review, following gaps and challenges need to be resolved.

- Responding to the change in scale: Big Data and data rendering on heterogeneous devices such as smartphone devices.
- Limited work has been reported in context of constructing applications that work on smart phone devices with astrophysics data.
- Support for Large astrophysics file such as Fits from mobile apps limited.

III. OBJECTIVE

Analysis of interoperable application programming interface (API) performance of astroinformatics data in terms of server abilities and availability, response timelines, latency at edge zone of the cloud and throughput. Above all, this application should be able to render astronomical images and large files formats such as fits using in-app browsers.

IV. METHODOLOGY FRAMEWORK

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>S.No</th>
<th>Dataset (Fits files)</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>CAS –A Chandra [44][45]</td>
<td>It is a snapshot of the supernova remnant (structure as result of super nova explosion) in the constellation Cassiopeia and is one of the brightest extrasolar radio source in sky</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>3c273[44][45]</td>
<td>Image data of quasar located in constellation Virgo. 3C 273 is visible in the month of May in both the hemispheres</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>3c58[44][45]</td>
<td>It is pulsar and supernova remnant snapshot within the Milky way</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>CTB 109 (Einstein )[44][45]</td>
<td>This is also galactic supernova remnant image dataset</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Nge1316 AIP[44][45]</td>
<td>Fourth brightest objects at 1400 Mhzimage</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1: Datasets used in the work

This section explains the steps taken to develop framework for making the astroinformatics data through heterogeneous devices such as smart phones. Secondly, the later part of this section gives performance analysis of the component used in the framework. The Datasets mainly consists of...
spectrum of the X-ray emission of the various astronomical objects are normally studied for deducing many aspects of our universe and the size of these image shots are large in size. The table [1] shows the list and description of the datasets used in this research work.

The objective of this work required a multiple tools, libraries and plugins. The mobile app development was conducted using ionic framework and Cordova plugins and JavaScript library known as Js9. These JavaScript frameworks also require ‘node js’ framework as prerequisite. Beside all these tools and library Github was used to maintain the code. The workflow figure [1] of this research based application can be understood in three steps. The creation of this application starts with the creation of the Cordova plugin that uses the libraries from the js9 JavaScript. The next step is integrating this plugin into the ionic framework and writes a client application.

V. FRAMEWORK AND ARCHITECTURE

There are many devices that can now hold data and applications that are based on the popular mobile based operating systems such as android, Microsoft windows, MeeGo, Bada Symbian, black berry and iOS. Most of these operating systems can be made working on the devices that include hand held, TV sets, in-car devices, scientific instruments and net books. But android has maximum installations and coverage on heterogeneous devices. This may be attributed to the fact that android is open source and since the time automation has hit the software industry, the development of frameworks, reusable libraries and API’s is name of the game. The open source version of Ionic framework is one the most popular frameworks used for building applications. The architecture and design of the framework can be understood from the [2] diagram. The diagram shows the proposed work the astrophysics application as well.
(b) The second step is to enable JavaScript so that js9 JavaScript library can be used and invoked.

**Astro-Engine Server:**

The Astro Engine server was configured using virtual machines on the digital ocean platform. After doing the trivial tasks for installing/configuring Linux (Ubuntu 14) and web server (apache2). The installation of the js9 was initiated.

![Command to install and clone js9 in Astro Engine Server](image)

**Output:** The Figure [8] show the screen shot of the mobile app view of the home page and the JS9 library capabilities. The mobile view has the zoom, scale, color change and file (fits) uploading facilities.
VI. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS

The performance of the mobile app needs to evaluate for it to become a success story. All though care has been taken to maximize the performance of the application. To keep the performance of the application high the unused variables and objects were not kept in the memory unnecessarily. The local memory has limitation in the quantity of data it can handle and it may not work well with browsers also. To overcome this challenges the astronomical files were stored at the Astro-Server and the client rendered the file data for analysis using a JavaScript client embedded in the mobile app framework. The hammering of the network with repeated requests was minimized with model view control pattern of the application. The use of CSS sprites was also minimized and application gives a plain look. This was done for enhancing the performance. The evaluation of the application was done based on the following parameters.

A. Evaluation Parameters

The performance of the mobile app basically depends upon three aspects i.e Device Performance, Server/API performance and Network performance. In context of our work we are considering the performance with respect to the Server/API communication in rendering the Astrophysics files.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>S.No</th>
<th>PERFORMANCE PARAMETER</th>
<th>DESCRIPTION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Loading Time</td>
<td>The total time in milliseconds for page to load in the device, when a request is send to the Astrophysics server.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Script Evaluation Time</td>
<td>Since, the client application works primarily based on the JavaScript, this parameter checks the responsiveness of the JavaScript function calls via API.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Rendering Time</td>
<td>This is time taken by the page to finally show up with its configured resolution on the device that may be Android TV or Android Mobile app.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Painting Time</td>
<td>Total time taken by the in-app browser to traverse through all the visual elements in order to display on the screen.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2: Performance Parameters

A. Performance Measurement Tools

The Chrome DevTools and testing tools were used for measuring the performance of the in-app browser calls on the Astro engine server. The figure [8] shows the outcome of the performance profile recording.
The interaction between the app and the server/API has been measured using the parameters [Table 2]. These parameters check how efficiently the data is communicated to the device with acceptable response time. Each aspect of the process is measured, which include “how much time does the JavaScript takes to process and how much time does the page on mobile takes to load and finally get rendered. For this performance checking tool made a comprehensive profile of all the tasks that were initiated from the client machine. The full cycle of the CAS-A , CTB 10, m13 , 3c58 , Ngc1316 AIP from loading to rendering was done. The performance of the app is clear encouraging. The 472 second profiles shows that the loading time for all these five files is around 307.4 milliseconds and rendering time 1700 milliseconds . The scripting task takes the maximum time (average 12968 ms) for all files to be processed on the client side. It should be noted that the series of function calls on the Astro Server Engine does not reveal much difference in the performance of the API, while rendering on android tv or android device. For easy interpretation of the outcomes of the performance analysis the table [3] and Figure [11] should studied.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>S.No</th>
<th>Tasks</th>
<th>Value(s) in milliseconds</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Loading</td>
<td>307.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Scripting</td>
<td>12968.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Rendering</td>
<td>1708.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Painting</td>
<td>2493.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Other</td>
<td>10769.1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3: Analysis Task Running time

From these values, it is clear loading is taking minimum time . This is attributed to the mechanism of lazy -loading incorporated in the App.

Running Mobile App to render astroinformatics data requires multiple tasks .The Figure [12] shows the performance of the application per task.

VII. CONCLUSION

From this work, it is amply clear that if JavaScript frameworks are used, integrating with the mobile based application is not hard. Facebook and Twitter also use the concept of in-app browsers for rendering their content. Both browsers provide basic navigation buttons and other capabilities. This concept is also useful in our context of research work. That is, it helps to brings large astronomy files rendering in mobile apps easy. But , all this was achievable only when a proper strategy was followed to minimize the initial loading of the objects in the main pages of the App. The initial screen was loaded and JS9 files and other JavaScript frameworks were loaded later on. Then , the caching mechanism was also used to keep track of the last retrieved data or state of the App page .JS optimization and minifying was also done to achieve good performance for rendering .For this purpose YUI optimizing tool (http://yui.github.io/yuicompressor/) was applied to the JS files .The parameter “Keep Alive” was also fine-tuned to support better response when image data changes continuously on the screen . Other than these steps, the optimization of User interface in terms of repaint/redraw operations was defined meticulously so as to avoid rendering of unnecessary CSS objects etc. In fact, the minimum CSS objects were used to compose the layout of the App pages as per the JS9 requirements.

By following all these steps the biggest obstacle considered to solve these issues were removed to achieve good responsiveness and quality of resolutions. Similar issues were faced when the video streaming got ignited. This work shows that it is not hard to integrate APIs with mobile /TV apps with concept of in-app browsers. This can be attributed to the statistical outcomes that were recorded during the testing session of the mobile application. The statistical results show that the maximum time consumed by the App is in loading and executing the JavaScript script framework and they need to optimized and minimized for it to render in high performing timeline .

VIII. FUTURE DIRECTIONS

The work can be further extended to develop more applications in astrophysics domain and incorporate more plugins from js9 to support advance analysis of the astronomic datasets. Secondly, the current research work using js9 mobile app framework can be further enriched with specific language (python and C) bindings. This work can also be extended for building Android TV based apps, which can make the experience of viewing the astrophysical image dataset rich and it can reach another section of amateurs or curious people.
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